Start of 2019/2020 Season

Coupe Gilbert Delorme Oct 2019

The start of the new season saw 21 players on Coleco and 10 players on GameRoom fight for top
honors. The A division saw 13 players play two games vs each for a total of 24 games while the
C division saw 8 players do the same for a total of 14 games. After this grueling round, in the A
div, Pat finished 1st while Chris George finished 1st in the C div.

A mention needs to be made that the Viau brother were on a mission with Benoit managing to tie
King Carlo twice 4-4, while Mathieu was multiplying strong outings.

Let’s head to the playoffs. In the A div, the top 4 had a bye. (5 vs 6) Sergio beat Gabriel in 4, (6
vs 11) Andre beat Vinny in 3. (7 vs 10) Mathieu beat Benoit in 5, (8 vs 9) Michael beat Maurice
in 4. In the quarter finals, the top 4 ( Pat, Carlo, Angelo & Eric) all won their series. Note that
Angelo vs Andre as well as Pat vs Mathieu took 4 games with some tight scores. In the semi
finals, Pat disposed of Eric in 3 straight while after losing game 1by a score of 4-1, Carlo dug
deep to win 3 straight but 2 by a 1 goal difference. A true battle!
For third place, a 1 game decides all saw Angelo easily take down Eric, Angelo is definitely
Eric’s worst nightmare!
Now onto another Pat ‘’Le Phenomene’’ Cote vs ‘’King’’ Carlo Bossio final…. The first 2
games were won by Pat. (6-5, 4-2). Facing elimination, Carlo normally goes in high survival
mode. This time was no different, while it took overtime, Carlo managed to win to cut the series
2-1. In game 4, Carlo completely dominated Pat and even though the final score was only 3-1.
Star goaltending kept him in the game. Now here we are heading once again heading to an
exciting deciding game 5! After Carlo quickly jumped to a 2-0 lead, Pat’s goalie refused to give
up the 3rd goal multiply big saves after big saves. He was stopping vicious attacks and mid way
through the game Pat managed to score 2 quick goals and a little later even the go ahead goal!
Carlo managed to tie it late to send this thriller in OT! This timeCarlo was unable to finish the
job and at the 46 second mark ‘’The Phenomene’’ just like last season, won the 1 st event of the
season.

2nd Carlo 1st Pat 3rd Angelo

In the B division, the 4 guys that lost their first round in the A division fought for the title. (7 vs
12) Benoit beat Gabriel in 3 while (8 vs 11) Vinny beat Maurice in 3. Remember, these series
unlike in the A div are best of 3’s. For the 3 rd place match up, Maurice swept Gabriel 2 straight.
The finals were very exciting with up and coming rising star Benoit put up a great fight but
ultimately the experience and the cool of the veteran Vinny helped him win it in 2 straight but
both games necessitated overtime.

3rd Maurice 1st Vinny 2nd Benoit

In the C division 8 players fought for the title. (1 vs 8) Chris took out Jean Alexandre in 3. (2 vs
7) Jimmy took down Daphne in 3 as well.(3 vs 6) Ronald vs Serge saw Ronald won it in 4 while
(4 vs 5) Eric B vs Eric I saw Eric Imbeau win the battle of the Eric’s at the limit of 5. Heading to
the semi finals we see (1 vs 5) Chris take down Eric I in 3 straight but all tight games. In the
other semi’s (2 vs 3) we saw Jimmy take on Ronald. Ronald took an easy 2 game series lead
Jimmy wasn’t to go out quietly…. He stormed back to win the next 3 and complete the
incredible comeback! By doing this he secured his place in the finals. For the 3 place medal,
Ronald redeemed himself by beating Eric I in 2 straight. Now onto the finals, the top 2 guys just
as was the case for the A championship was the case in the C championship. Number 1 seed
Chris took on number 2 seed Jimmy. After an ordinary 1 st round, Chris won all 7 games in the

second round and he completed his perfect 9 game series in streak by sweeping Jimmy in 3!
Note that all3 games were very tight games. (3-2, 5-4, 4-2).

2nd Jimmy 1st Chris 3rd Ronald

Thank you to everyone who came out. Next stop, 1st ever event in Buffalo. Complete info in
what will be an epic 1st can be found here. www.wtha.com. Click under Buffalo event.

Story: Carlo Bossio
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SUCCESS IN BUFFALO!

From November 22th to the 24th was held the first multi-table table hockey festival. A great idea
from an old table hockey rookie and WHTA creator Greg Scoma of Buffalo, Ny. Greg had the
help of three co-organizers Carlo Bossio world champion Coleco 5380, John Fayolle creator of
Soho hockey tables as well as Len Mecca.
The idea was to bring together lovers of all kinds of table hockey games. Then the competition
took place on 4 different tables, Stiga, Soho 5380, Soho Pro and Super Chexx.
The tournament was held at the beautiful River Works site on the shores of Lake Erie in Buffalo.
This first edition was confirmed late but still attracted more than 40 hockey fans from the United
States and Canada. The project is spread over three years and next year the organizers think they
might have the participation of several European players.
As for results, it must be said Quebec has shown almost complete domination. Sweeping three of
the 4 tables, the Americans have demonstrated their expertise on the Super Chexx, and no doubt
that many talented players will in the future compete on other tables.
So on the Soho 5380 the world champion Carlo Bossio spent over an exhausting weekend
managed to overcome his rival Pat the phenomenon in 4 games (3-1) .Michel Decarie meanwhile
clinched the bronze in the final second against the young Prodigal of Montreal Thierri Douville 2
games to 1. In Soho Pro, it's the same podium, but this time Coté defeated Carlo, Decarie again
winning bronze.

Coleco S 3iem Michel Decarie

1ier Carlo Bossio

2iem Patrick Cote

SoHo Pros 3iem Michel Decarie 1ier Patrick Cote 2iem Carlo Bossio
In Stiga Michel Décarie caused a big surprise beating several experienced players of this game,
he won the final in 5 games (3-2) against Eugene Kurtz ..... While King Carlo wins the bronze by
taking the measure of Dean Moore 2-0. Finally in Super Chexx Jeremy Davis wins in front of
Mark Wojtkiewicz, while John Gaffney finishes 3 rd beating Carlo 2 times in OT.

Stiga 3rd Carlo Bossio

1st Michel Decarie 2nd Eugene Kurtz

Super Chexx 2nd Mark Wojtkiewicz 1st Jeremy Davis 3rd John Gaffney

At the multi board competition the big champion was Pat Côté from Montreal in front of King
Carlo and Michel '' La Machine '' Decarie.

All Winners
For those interested in King Carlo’s performances, he won 1 of 5 events, placed podium on 4 of
5 but apart the one he won, the 4 he lost were against the eventual category winner. Great
showing.
Congratulations to the organizers of this grandiose project that will only grow in 2020.

An incredible scenery

Buffalo Action

Story: Martin Douville
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THE PHENOMENE THRIUMPS VS THE KING!
The ROSEMONT OPEN VIII attracted 40 table hockey fans including several new and a few
returnees. The tournament went like a charm, despite a little mistake in the schedule that created
duplicates.

The first round took place without referees, and the tournament was divided into two basic
sections, Pro / Semi-Pro and Amateur / Beginners..The Pro section was extremely tough, the first
16 out of 19 obtained their tickets for the A division , while the positions 17-18-19 went down
among the amateurs.

Round Robin Action

The first round was dominated by the King as expected, followed by his dolphin the
Phenomenon, while Ricky Boy Larochelle grabbed 3rd place. The three who failed to make the
cut were Denis Giguère, Michel Goupil and John Power. Vinny Cantania meanwhile, despite a
poor 1st round, managed to grab the last ticket available, but in return his dance partner was
King Carlo. The latter was quick and easy winning in three games, but Vinny still avoid the
mercy rules every time. Pat meanwhile, found himself facing Sylvain Briand, better known by
the name of GUY-GUY-GUY! Sylvain offered a very strong opposition, winning match no 2 on
the ice rink of the Phenomenon thanks to a goal from Serge Savard in overtime! Pierre
Dansereau finished 14, he offered a good opposition to Eric Larochelle in the first two games,
but Eric won the series in 3.
In 13th place Jean-Marc Therrien strongly fought vs Sam "slickster" Anoussis, losing in three
very close games. The latter made a comeback after a year-long break from table hockey. In 12 th,

Thierri Douville faced his usual rival Michel the machine Decarie. Last year Thierri had won the
series, but this time Michel won in 3 consecutive games. In 11 th, Gabriel Saad also found a usual
dance partner in Michael Brossard, and Michael won with difficulty in 5 games. In 10 th, Sergio
Angellilo saw Francois Coté win 2x in overtime to cut his legs and win in 3 consecutive games.
Finally Simon Decarie faced Maurice Viau and the Trifluvien won in a difficult 4 games series
(3-1).

A classic series at almost every event

Meanwhile amateur fans Dan Martin dominated the preliminaries with 30 points, but most
importantly, the surprising performance of young Esteban Rodriguez who accumulated no less
than 29 points. He was awarded the player’s plaque with outstanding tournament performance.
In this section we found several old men from the previous day including Pierre-Philippe Plante
who played a first tournament in 7 years. He was a little rusty, he finally finished 4th in the
Beginner section. Francois Gougeon former Rock & Rock had a good 1st round. It was his first
competition in 25 years for him.

Round Robin Action

In the first round of the amateur section series, note Esteban's victory in 4 over Serge Pitre. Jean
Lavallée’s victory in 3 games over Guillaume Pitre, and finally Jimmy St-Gelais who overturned
a 0-2 deficit against Dan Martin to win in 5 games. Jimmy then battled well, even snatching a ¼
final match from the powerful Michel Goupil. It was the latter who finally won the amateur
section by defeating Denis Giguere in 3 consecutive games. For Denis it is also a return after 18
months of absence, he had previously beaten Jean Lavallée in 3 games. 3rd place was won by
John Power of New York against Francois Gougeon.

3rd John Power

1st Michel Goupil

2nd Denis Giguerre

In the Beginner section positions 33 to 40, Zacary Coté won the gold ahead of Danny Duke 2nd
and a brand new recruit Leo Fuoco finished 3rd.

2nd Danny Duke

1st Zach Cote

3rd Leo Fuoco

In the semi-Pro section… The losers of the 1st round found themselves fighting for the B
position 9-16. It was Thierri Douville who won the gold (9th) and saved his tournament by
defeating Vinny Catania (10th) in overtime of the decisive match. Gabriel Saad wins bronze
(11th) by beating Sylvain Briand.

1st Thierri Douville

2nd Vinny Catania

3rd Gabriel Saad

Finally for the championship of the top 8 players of the tournament Carlo beat Maurice in 3
games, Pat was merciless for his brother Francois eliminating him in 3 games. Eric had to work
hard to defeat Michael in 4. As for Michel Decarie and Sam Anoussis, it was a big series, Sam
made up a deficit of 2-1 in the series and 0-3 in game 5 to reach the final 4. Michael finally
finished 5th ahead of Maurice who won the medal for the most improved player, Michel finished
7th and François 8th.
In the semi-finals while Carlo was making short work of Sam, Pat took off his work boots and
came back from behind to eliminate Eric Larochelle in 5 games. Eric recovered with a 3rd place
by beating Sam.
The grand final finally saw luck smile on Pat who easily won the decisive 5 th game 6-1 vs King
Carlo. The King had to put away his brand new Islanders jersey for the next occasion, as for Pat
he seems more than ever determined to steal the annual crown from King Carlo!

3rd Eric Larochelle

Story:

Martin Douville

Photography : Martin Douville

King Carlo captures title in Toronto!

1st Patrick Cote

2nd Carlo Bossio

Round Robin Action
A total of 18 players from Ontario, Quebec and an American met at the Scotiabank center.
Unfortunately the volume of local players was deficient, but the caliber was quite high and the
place very pleasant. The fact remains that we will all have to find solutions to the chronic
shortage of players.
On the table, King Carlo was on fire and he swept Pat the Phenomenon without much difficulty
in the finals. King Carlo lost only one match in the whole tournament (29-1), and it was a big
one, a 9-2 mercy in the semi-final vs André "Boston" Pigeon.

Finals Action

Before arriving at the usual final, here is the sequence of events. The top 16 got their playoff
pass, while the 17 and 18th played a consolation best of 3 won by Esteban against Mike Thibault
of St -Catherines, Ontario.
In the 1/8 final Carlo, Pat and André made short work of Chris Georges, John Fayolle and Josh
Kloosterman. Pretty easy too for Eric Larochelle against Bill. Michel Decarie received a good
opposition from Shawn Redmond, three close matches. Thierry in 3 also against Bernie Kunzler
and Martin in 4 against Sid. The only tight series was that between Simon and Maurice. Simon
almost took his revenge, leading the series 2-1 and 1-0 in match 4, but Maurice came from
behind and won in 5..The losers ended up in the B and the winners in the A.
In the B Sid (9th) won the final against his son Josh (10th), while Bernie (11th) won bronze in
front of an uninspired Simon (12). Bill (13thm), Shawn Redmond (14), John Fayolle (15) and
Chris Georges (16) completed the picture.

3rd Bernie Kunzler

1st Sid Kloosterman

2th Josh Kloosterman

In the big section. In 1/4 Carlo dismissed Maurice in 3, Thierri disappointed, swept in 3 by Pat,
Martin offered some resistance vs Michel, but lost in 3 to Michel. The big series between André
and Eric Larochelle was decided in overtime of the 5 th match and it was the Bruins who won
thanks to a beautiful play. André then offered Carlo a good resistance before winning the Bronze
in front of Michel Decarie who finishes 4th. Previously Michel had lost in 3 consecutive games
against Pat. In the classification matches, Thierri finished 5th thanks to a victory over Eric
Larochelle who finished 6th, while Maurice finished 7th ahead of Martin 8th.

3rd Andre Pigeon

1st Carlo Bossio

Next tournament in Ste-Adèle on February 22-23

Story:

Martin Douville

Photography : John Fayolle

2nd Patrick Cote

Time Out Resto Bar

UPDATE! PAT 1st, Carlo 2nd, Thierri 3rd.
Pat Coté the phenomenon wins another tournament and takes the lead in the NTHL tournament
tour, this time the reign of King Carlo is threatened more than ever. Pat won the series in 4 (31).
However, the novelty is the third step on the podium; it is Thierri "the schrimp" Douville who
takes it thanks to a gain in 3 games (2-1) in front of André "Boston" Pigeon.

2nd Carlo Bossio

1st Pat Cote

3rd Thierri Douville

If positions 1 and 2 are still exclusive to Pat and Carlo, the 3rd step is now open to the next
generation. Besides Thierri, Mathieu Viau finished 6th and his brother Ben 9th, these three
players compete inch by inch with the veterans Pigeon, Decarie, Larochelle some of the top guns
on the circuit.
Positions 5 to 8 are occupied by Michel Decarie, Mathieu Viau, Gabriel Saad and Eric
Larochelle. In the B division, Ben Viau finished 1st in front of Jean-Marc Therrien who had his
best tournament in life. Veteran Maurice Viau takes bronze. We should also highlight Zachary
Coté, who finished 16th, a fine achievement.

2nd Jean Marc Therrien

1st Benoit Viau

3rd Maurice Viau

In the amateur section Simon Decarie ended up in a section where he should not have been and
won 1st place ahead of Éric Imbeau. For Eric, this is his first career podium, Ronald Goupil
completes the podium.

A total of 24 players showed up at Time Out Resto Bar, a very nice place for a tournament.

Round Robin Action

A BIG THANK YOU to Jean Lavallée for the pictures.

Story:

Martin Douville

Photography : Jean Lavallee & Eric Lafreniere

Next Event: Detroit Championship March 20th & 21st

